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Method for securing data, key and communication network for applying the

method

The invention relates to a method for securing data by encoded transmission and/or

storage of the data. The invention also relates to a key and a communication network for

performing such a method.

The increase in electronic data storage and electronic data exchange also entails an

increased need to secure this data. Particularly the storage and exchange of data in larger

networks, such as for instance Internet and Extranet, results in much use being made of

coding (encryption). The data for coding is processed for this purpose by an encryption

program which adds a determined key code to the coded data. Decoding of the coded

data is for instance possible using the same encryption program remotely from the

location where the coding took place. The conversion program is controlled for this

purpose by the key code. The drawback of the available methods is that the key code is

added to the coded data so that this code is relatively simple to intercept. The key code

can then be broken. Any key code can ultimately be broken, with a greater or lesser

degree of effort. Particularly in the case of storage and exchange of confidential data

(such as for instance financial transactions, privacy-related information, strategic

information etc.) it is of great importance that this data be coded as securely as possible.

The present invention has for its object to provide an improved method for securing

data, and a key and communication networks adapted to apply the method according to

the invention.

The invention provides for this purpose a method for securing data by encrypted

transmission of the data, wherein at least one data transmitter and at least one data

receiver are both provided with physically embodied keys' for coding respectively

decoding transmitted data such that a key code sent together with the transmitted data is

unnecessary. A combination of transmitter and receiver preferably makes use herein of a

predetermined unique key code, and in preference these co-acting keys can further both

be applied for coding and decoding. Not adding the key code to the coded data makes it

practically impossible to undo the encryption. Only if possession of the key code is

obtained can it possibly be broken, depending on the quality of the key code used. The
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key codes are however physically embedded and held by the transmitter and receiver.

The key code can therefore not be acquired from a network by electronic means. This

results in a dramatic increase in the security of coded data. It is noted that the method

can only be applied when both transmitter and receiver possess a physically embodied

key, wherein these keys must also be mutually compatible. When transmitter and

receiver make use of a determined unique key code, no outsider at all will be able to

decode the data traffic between these parties. When both co-acting keys are employed

for both coding and decoding it is possible for two parties to be able to communicate

fully with each other at an unprecedentedly high level of security.

In another preferred application of the method a user group of a plurality of participants

makes use of a plurality of keys for mutual communication such that each combination

.of two participants in the user group applies a unique mutual key code. A cluster of

users therefore who can all communicate with each other without other participants in

the group being able to decode the data traffic between a transmitter and receiver in the

group. The user group can additionally be provided with one or more collective key

codes, thereby enabling direct communication with sub-groups or the whole user group-

Communication of groups of users is thus also secured.

In the case of for instance loss of a key or when for other reasons a user must be

excluded from further secured data exchange, a key can be remotely deactivated once

the signal therefor has been given at a central position. One condition for deactivation is

that the key to be deactivated is then employed to decode respectively code data, since

only when the central disabling signal reaches the card will it be disabled. The

deactivation of a key is preferably irreversible, so that a thus deactivated key is not

rcstorable and cannot be employed for later, possibly frauc^ulent use.

The invention also pro\ ides a method for securing data by encoded storage of the data,

wherein prior to storage the data is coded with a physically embodied key and upon

retrieval is decoded with a physically embodied key. In accordance with the method for

securing the data to be transmitted according to the invention, the key code does not

form part of the coded data, in this case when it is stored. If an unauthorized person

24435A1 t :-
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comes into possession of the coded data, there is absolutely no possibility of decoding

this data, because of the unprecedentedly high level of security due to the absence of the

key code.

5 In a preferred application of this method a plurality of physically embodied keys are

provided with a corresponding key code for decoding the stored data. A plurality of key

holders can thus decode stored coded data. A plurality of users can thus acquire access

ip. a secure manner to protected information. When a plurality of physically embodied

keys are provided with a corresponding key code for coding of data prior to storage,

10 multiple users can also store coded data.

In a preferred application of the method a key is remotely deactivated once the signal

therefor is given at a central position and the key to be deactivated is employed to

decode respectively code data. In accordance with the above description relating to

15 deactivation of a key, it may be desired to disable a key in a particular situation. Aji

initiative must be taken at a central position to bring this about. When the key for

disabling then comes into contact, either directly or indirectly, with the central position

where the signal for disabling has been given, the key will be disabled. The moment of

disabling is therefore generally the first time the key is used after the disabhng signal

20 has been given.

The invention moreover provides a method for coding respectively decoding data,

wherein prior to conversion the data for processing is accessed by at least two physically

embodied sub-keys. It is herein possible for the data for processing to be simultaneously

25 accessed by at least two physically embodied keys, but it is also possible to apply the

method such that the data for processing must be accessed by at least two physically

embodied sub-keys within a predetermined period of time. These keys also have key

codes which are not added to the coded data. This method enables decoding of coded

data only when at least two key codes are entered, optionally within a determined space

30 of time.
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The invention further provides a key for performing the above described method,

wherein the key comprises an electronic component, such as for instance a chip, in

which an electronic key code is embedded. In a preferred embodiment the electronic

component is incorporated in a card, which card is also provided with contact surfaces

5 connected to the electronic component. Such a key can contain ver>' complex algorithms

with for instance time-dependent keys. It is also possible to embody such keys such that

they contain paired key codes which only co-act with the key code of one other key..

This pairing can already be arranged during manufacture. Clusters of users for instance,

also referred to above as user groups, can thus also be incorporated in the electronic

10 component at a production stage. Here can be envisaged for instance a user group of a

hundred individuals, each using unique mutual key codes. The use of a card, for

instance with the size of a credit card, is user-friendly since cards of such a format are

generally used, so that the management of such a card is also a normal phenomenon.

Particularly advantageous is the use of a so-called "smartcard" \vhich is provided

15 externally with electronic contact surfaces for connection of the electronic component to

read means.

The invention further provides a communication network for transmitting and/or storing

data provided with at least one key reader for reading an above described key such that

20 one of the above described methods can be applied. The communication network

requires only a limited modification; the network must be provided with key readers, for

instance smartcard readers, at the positions where transmitters and/or receivers are

conjiected.

25 The present in\ ention will be further elucidated with reference to the non-limitative

embodiments shown in the follovvin^r fieures. Herein:

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a communication network according to the

invention,

30 Figure 2 shows a view of a key card according to the invention, and

Figure 3 shows a view of a very limited communication network according to the

invention.

BNSDOCID: <WO 0134435A1 ! >
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Figure 1 shows a schematically depicted network 1 to which are connected three work-

stations 2, 3, 4. Each of the work-stations 2, 3, 4 is provided respectively with its own

key reader 5, 6, 7. Coded data exchange between work-stations 2 and 3 is only possible

when two keys, for instance cards which are programmed/adjusted to a common key

code, are inserted into key readers 5, 6. The coded data on network 1 contains no key

code part and cannot therefore be decoded, or hardly so, by unauthorized persons. For

communication between work-station 3 and work-station 4 the same keys can be used a^

for communication between work-stations 2 and 3. It is however also possible for two

other key holders to make use of these work-stations or for one of the above mentioned

key holders to now communicate with a new key holder. The earlier used key must

contain for this purpose a specific other key code which is adjusted to the key code of

the new user. Instead of mutual communication between two parties it is also possible to

provide multiple users with the same key code so that it is possible to communicate in

groups.

As stated, the keys must preferably be adjusted to mutual communication during

production. The cards will therefore have to be marketed as sets or larger groups.

Another, slightly less secure option is to make the cards mutually compatible after the

production stage, for instance by means of reciprocal input of the same setup code,

20 which is translated by the key to a key code.

Figure 2 shows a card 8 provided with standardized electronic contact surfaces 9. Such a

card 8 is also referred to as a smartcard. An electronic chip (not shown) containing the

key code is situated in card S.

Figure 3 shows a very limited network 10 consisting of a work-station 1
1
to which are

connected two key readers 12. 13. Work-station 1 1 can for instance be used for coded

data storage, this data only being decodable when two keys co-acting for this purpose

are inserted into key readers 12, 13.

When two co-acting cards S are made commercially available which are both adapted to

code and decode data, it may be useful to add to the set an additional card 8 with which
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it is only possible to decode. If one of the two fully functioning cards 8 is lost, the card

suitable only for decoding can then be employed for a time until a complete new set has

been ordered. The spare card 8, which is adapted only to decode, must of course be kept

in a secure location. If one of the two fully functioning cards S is lost, this card can be

5 made unusable in accordance with the foregoing description.

Although the invention is described with reference to only a few embodiments, it will be

apparent to all that the invention is by no means limited to the described and shown

embodiments. On the contrary, many variations are still possible for a skilled person

10 within the scope of the invention.

..0124435A1 1 >
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1. Method for securing data by encrypted transmission of the data, wherein at least

one data transmitter and at least one data receiver are both provided with physically

embodied keys for coding respectively decoding transmitted data such that a key code

sent together with the transmitted data is unnecessary.

2. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein a combination of transmitter and receiver

makes use of a predetermined unique key code.

3. Method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the co-acting keys are both applied

for coding and decoding.

4. Method as claimed in any of the foregoing claims, wherein a user group of a

plurality of participants makes use of a plurahty of keys for mutual communication such

that each combination of two participants in the user group applies a unique mutual key

code.

5. Method as claimed in any of the foregoing claims, wherein a key is remotely

deactivated once the signal therefor has been given at a central position and the key to

be deactivated is then employed to decode respectively code data.

6. Method for securing data by encoded storage of the data, wherein prior to

storage the data is coded with a physically embodied key and upon retrieval is decoded

with a physically embodied key.

7. Method as claimed in claim 6, wherein a plurality of physically embodied keys

are provided with a corresponding key code for decoding the stored data.

8. Method as claimed in claim 6 or 7, wherein a plurality of physically embodied

keys are provided with a corresponding key code for coding of data prior to storage.
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9. Method as claimed in any of the claims 6-8, wherein a key is remotely

deactivated once the signal therefor is given at a central position and the key to be

deactivated is employed to decode respectively code data.

5 10. Method for coding respectively decoding data, wherein prior to conversion the

data for processing is accessed by at least two physically embodied sub-keys.

1 1. Method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the data for processing is

simultaneously accessed by at least two physically embodied sub-keys.

0

12. Method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the data for processing is accessed by at

least two physically embodied cub-keys within a predetermined period of time.

13. Key for performing a method as claimed in any of the claims 1-12, wherein the

5 key comprises an electronic component, such as for instance a chip, in which an

electronic key code is embedded.

14. Key as claimed in claim 13, wherein the electronic component is incorporated in

a card, which card is also provided with contact surfaces connected to the electronic

component.

15. Communication network for transmitting and/or storing data provided with at

least one key reader for reading a key as claimed in claim 13 or 14 such that a method as

claimed in any of the claims 1-12 can be applied.

,0124435A1_t_>
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